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UNIVERSITY INTELLIGENCE.

OXFORD.

The Pitt-Rivera Anthropological Museum is now
partly open, and Dr. Tylor; Reader in Anthropology,
is able to use it in illustration of his lectures. Of
the six delivered this term, the first dealt with the
development of wind-instruments, the second with
that of stringed instruments, and it was shown how
the harp of ancient Egypt grew up, and how similar
instruments may be found in various parts of the
world. Then came the lectures on the developments
of boats and ships from their main originals,—the
hollowed log,—the raft,—and the Egyptian boat of
bulrushes covered with bitumen. The first kind
produced the Phoenician and classical ship of war;
and it was pointed out that the trireme, developing
into the mediaeval galley and the man-of-war, seems
now to be passing back into its original use as a ram.
The fifth lecture was on spinning and weaving, and
the sixth on the garments thus produced : the Greek
chitfin was displayed on a lay-figure, and shown to
be nearly identical with the garb of modern Egyptian
women. There was a full audience throughout,—
though, as in all such lectures here, it chiefly
consisted of ladies.

We are to discuss next term a proposal to establish

a school of Modern Languages ; the subject is to be
treated philologically, and nobody to be admitted
to the examination who has not satisfied the Modera-
tors in classics. ' English' is to mean ' Early Eng-
lish,' as in the case of the Professorship dealing with
the subject.

Mr. E. Maunde Thompson, of the British Museum,
will deliver a course of eight lectures on Latin Palaeo-
graphy next term, twice a week, probably at 5 P.M.
The Regius Professor of Gr?ek will lecture on the
History of Greek Philosophy, from the Eleatics to
Socrates ; and the Professor of Latin on Latin Ety-
mology, especially as bearing on words connected
with Politics, Law, Morals, and Religion. Trinity
College has elected, as its President, the Rev. H. G.
Woods. Mr. Woods was educated at Lancing, and
came up to Oxford in 1861 as Scholar of Corpus
Christi College : he was placed in the first class
in Classics by the Moderators in 1863, and by the
Examiners in 1865 : was elected fellow of Trinity in
the latter year, and was Tutor from 1866 to 1879,
and Bursar from 1869 to the present time, with a
short interval. He was appointed classical Moderator
in 1869, and Proctor in 1877.

CAMBRIDGE.

IT appears from the speech of the retiring Vice-
Chancellor and the report since issued by the Finan-
cial Board, that our chief difficulty just now is want
of funds. The 1877 Commission proceeded on the
assumption that the colleges would by this time
have been enjoying increased revenues of £25,000.
As a matter of fact, the total increment is about
£4500. Fortunately the Hancock bequest allows
£10,000 to be appropriated to the pressing needs of
the library ; but some enterprises supposed necessary
to put the university in a state of moderate efficiency
must needs be postponed. However a fee of £1 5*.
has been imposed upon candidates for the additional
subjects of the previous examination, that is, on all
condidates for honours.

Professor Middleton has announced a class for the
study of Roman Topography and Archaeology this
Easter vacation at Rome. Dr. Reid has resigned the
lectureship of Roman History as from midsummer
next. Mr. Hadley (Pemb.), Mr. Tottenham (Joh.),
Mr. Edwards (Sid.), Dr. Peile, Mr. J. Armitage
Robinson (Chr.), and Mr. Goodhart (Trin.), have
been appointed examiners in Part I. of the Classical
Tripos. For Part II. the appointments are, in Sect.
A, Mr. Monle (Corp.), and Mr. Verrall (Trin.); Sect.
B, Mr. Archer Hind (Trin.), and Mr. Hicks (Trin.) ;

Sect. C, Dr. Reid and Mr. E. S. Thompson (Chr.) ;
Sect. D, Prof. Middleton and Mr. Tilley (King's);
Sect. E, Dr. Postgate and Mr. Neil (Pemb.)

That all energy is not consumed upon the monoto-
nous round of lectures and examinations will be
proved by the publications of the year. Mr. Verrall's
Srptem and Mr. Adam's Apology led the way.
Mr. Roberts has his Greek Inscriptions nearly ready :
an important work on Platonic philosophy by Dr.
Jackson, and an edition of the Timaeiis by Mr.
Archer Hind, are in the press. Perhaps also Mr.
Frazer's translation of Pausanias may see the light
this year.

An interesting conference has been held in the
Senate House, to discuss the conditions of affiliating
to the university the students attending its local
lectures. The number of such students has doubled
in the past seven years, and as the work has now
gone on successfully for fourteen years, its opportune
organisation under the affiliation scheme may, it is
hoped, provide something of a higher education in a
permanent form throughout the country. But a
central fund is needed, and the syndicate propose to
provide a nucleus by handing over their balance ol
£600, the profits on local examinations.

[For Scholarships see page 89.]

NOTES.
DEMOSTHENES, Androt. p. 606, § 44: i/uv imp*

T&r eta<popa$ rbis airb ffavatvlicov, trap' laus riXavra
rpiaK6ffta ^ [iiKpqi ir\eiu>, $Weifia Tcrrapa ttol 5€/ta
ifftl rdKavra, uv eTrra ovros eltrtnpa£fvf £y&> Se Tt07]fii
S.TravTa.

From this passage Boeckh infers (P. E. bk. iv.
c. vii. p. 517, Eng. Tr.) that a property-tax producing
300 talents was artually levied in the archonship of

Nausinikos. Grote, however, (vii. p. 102 = ix, p.
333) thinks the words imply ' that a total sum of
300 talents, or thereabouts, had been levied (or called
for) by all the various property-taxes imposed from
the archonship of Nausinikos down to the date of
the speech,' i.e. between B.C. 378 and 355. In this
opinion he is followed by Kennedy, Whiston, and
Mr. Wayte, so that his view may be regarded as the


